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SUNLIT STUDIOS



“We were absolutely blown away!! The best bit is that they will last at least 75 years! 
When we hung them up in our dining room, it just completed the room and really 
showcases the love between ourselves which you stunningly captured for everyone to see. 
We couldn’t be happier with them and cannot wait to add more to our collection!”

 Nicole and Josh’s Masterpiece Collection

“They are more than just pictures, they are artwork. The colour is so vibrant and clear and it 
is lovely to be able to look at them everyday as a reminder of the incredible day we had.”

Gretta and Todd

Sunlit Studios was amazing to work with - professional, caring and understanding of our 
nervousness about being in front of the camera. They made it so easy and fun! At the start 
of the shoot I felt kinda ridiculous but those feelings just kinda went away and we ended 
up having fun with it. 

The next pressure point was then having to see the photos, we were nervous, we don’t 
overly love photos of ourselves but WOW - we were blown away, I even shed a little tear 
viewing them. Any thoughts about any other photographers went away and I knew these 
guys simply HAD to be the ones capturing our big day. Our favourite photos actually turned 
out the be the ones we felt the silliest doing and we now have them plastered in beautiful 
canvases across our walls.

Rae & Richard

We will be recommending Sunlit Studios to literally everyone we know! Between their beautiful 
studio and fantastic customer service, I couldn’t fault any part of our Sunlit Studios experience 
- and it has only just begun!

We just recently had our engagement shoot with Cameron at one of their beautiful locations. 
My fiancé and I have never taken professional photos before so we were both pretty nervous, 
but Cameron made the whole experience really easy - something I honestly thought would 
be impossible!

Sunlit Studios has provided my fiancé and I with the most beautiful photographs that will 
be treasured for life. I can’t wait to see the magic that will be captured on our Wedding day! 

Stacey & Dylan

Sunlit Studios set themselves apart from other photographers by offering an ‘experience’, 
and from our engagement and wedding shoots with Sunlit I can tell you that the experience 
is exceptional. Their approach to each and every client is so personalised. They have a way 
of knowing what will best suit each individual situation to get the most incredible results 
out of the day and the artwork. They also have a very easy going and unobtrusive way of 
conducting their shoots, which made it so comfortable but also a lot of fun for my husband 
and I. On our wedding day there was no one else that we would have wanted there to 
preserve those memories and our artworks speak for themselves.  

Shanna & Miles

WHAT OUR COUPLES SAY 



 Canvas Gallery: 2,990  Framed Canvas or Crystal Finish: 3,990  

MASTERPIECE COLLECTIONS
This is the most impressive and popular way to maximise the impact of your memories. 
By investing in a Masterpiece Collection, you create an impressive feature in your home 
that will wow visitors for a lifetime!

With four designs to choose from, we’ll ensure your favourite photos are featured perfectly  
in the right shape for your home. 

   



Designed for slimmer wall spaces, our Petite Collections are a perfectly balanced and timeless 
composition of three photographs. Includes the corresponding Social Media Files for online sharing. The 
Framed Canvas or Crystal finish also qualifies you for the Complete Digital Collection, valued at $1,990.

STAND ALONE ART

This option is perfect for the single stunning photograph that demands all the attention! 
You may select between three stunning finishes - Museum Grade Canvas, Framed Canvas, 
or our modern Crystal finish. 

Gift  16x20”      490                660                      

Small 20x30”     790         1110          

Medium 30x45”              1390         1930                         

Panoramic 30x60”  1690                    2340        

Grand Panoramic 40x80”       2690                    3670              

INCLUSIONS

Further Enhancement and Skin Retouching

Product Guarantee for 75 Years

Canvas       Framed Canvas/Crystal

PETITE COLLECTIONS

 Canvas Gallery: 1,990  Framed Canvas or Crystal Finish: 2,490   



BOXED COLLECTION

INCLUSIONS

Our stunning airloom white box holding fifteen 8x12” matted prints

Further enhancement and skin retouching on all 15 photographs chosen

Beautifully boxed for your coffee table or buffet, this collection features fifteen matted 
8x12” prints. Our most versatile product, Boxed Collections gives you not only a gorgeous 
product for your coffee table, but the freedom to swap, frame and give your memories 
as you wish! 

INCLUSIONS
8x8” square album with your choice of cover material

20 Fine Art Paper Album pages, chosen from your album design

Further enhancement and skin retouching as needed on every Album photograph

Blind embossing on the Album cover

A custom title page featuring your names

 
 

   Single Parent Album         990

              Two Copies                      1290

              Two Different Designs   1390

PARENT ALBUMS

Our parent albums are the perfect way to thank those parents in your life who made 
your Wedding possible! Condensed from your Wedding Album and in a handy 8x8” size, 
it’s the perfect keepsake that your parents will love showing off to every guest and all of 
their friends.

 Boxed Collection: 1,990



GIFT PRINTS

Gift prints are a popular gift choice for bridal parties, parents and grandparents. Printed 
professionally and beautifully matted, you can choose your own frame or gift it as is!

INCLUSIONS
Further enhancement and skin re-touching

Optional matting with gift or desk size, ready for gifting

Gift Size 8x12”              150

Desk Size 11x14”             210

Small Wall Size16x20”             250



Now that you’re married, we know life is about to become busy.  
 

Your Design Appointment is the best opportunity for you to 
invest in your Wedding Artwork with the guidance of our product 

specialist and design software. 

So please enjoy a 10% discount when you order your Wedding 
Products at  your Design Appointment.  

 
Fee-free payment plans are available to help you secure your 

dream artwork. 

LIMITED TIME OFFER


